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Abstract: Understanding the genetic variation and differentiation of natural populations is essential
for their protection, specifically if the species status is endangered as with Pinus bungeana. Here,
we used 346,840 high density and strong specificity SNP loci to carry out genetic analyses (i.e.,
genetic diversity, genetic structure, phylogeny, and geographical differentiation) on 52 P. bungeana
individuals from 5 populations (4 natural and one artificial) representing the main regions of the
species distribution in China. Genetic diversity assessment indicated a trend of genetic diversity
gradual decrease from west to east across the species distribution areas. Population genetic structure,
PCA and phylogenetic analyses consistently indicated that populations in the central and eastern
regions were clustered together, while those from the western regions were separated. Mantel
test values indicated the presence of geographic isolation among populations, an important factor
contributing to the observed genetic differentiation. The maximum likelihood tree and potential
migration events inferred from TreeMix analysis indicated the presence of historical genetic exchanges
between the west of Qinling Mountains and the Lvliang Mountains populations. Based on the
generated genetic information, in situ and ex situ conservation strategies for P. bungeana germplasm
resources are proposed, these strategies could be valuable for the conservation, protection and genetic
improvement of this endangered species.

Keywords: genetic diversity; geographical differentiation; genetic resources conservation; single
nucleotide polymorphism

1. Introduction

Pinus bungeana Zucc. ex Endl., Pinaceae, is an economically and ecologically valuable
conifer tree species native to central and western China [1]. The geographic position
of its natural distribution range is between 30◦52′ and 38◦15′ N and from 104◦15′ to
113◦15′ E, and the altitude range is about 600–1850 m [2]. The species has appealing
attributes (e.g., beautiful tree shape, dense crown, and light green or white irregular peeling
bark) that made it distinctive among pine species and has gained high ornamental and
urban design/gardening values. However, the impact of human disturbance and the
characteristics of this species (e.g., slow growth, lack of competitive advantage for seedlings
and difficulty of regeneration) have led to a sharp reduction in the number of natural
populations of this species, and resulted in placing it on the Threatened Species List of
China’s Higher Plants, and its protection level is Endangered (EN) [3]. Among the existing
natural populations of P. bungeana, only the populations in the southeast of Gansu province,
the southwest of Shanxi province, and central and western regions of Shaanxi province are
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concentrated, with relatively large quantity and high diversity [4]. The rest of the areas that
the species is distributed in are sporadically covered by small numbers of individuals [5],
especially the mountainous areas on the southern edge of the distribution areas, where
P. bungeana populations have been difficult to find [6].

The creation of small fragmented populations was mainly due to the species’ substan-
tial harvest in recent years [7], thus reducing gene flow and increasing genetic erosion,
ultimately affecting its adaptive potential needed for dealing with environmental contingen-
cies and long-term survival [8]. Compared with other pines, the average genetic diversity
of P. bungeana natural populations is relatively low, but the degree of differentiation among
populations is relatively high [4,9,10]. Natural populations may produce unique or rare
genes in the process of adapting to different ecological environments, which is generally of
importance for conserving gene diversity of unknown value and potential use. Therefore,
it is necessary to protect the genetic diversity of P. bungeana natural populations.

Assessing and understanding the biological and ecological factors affecting the distri-
bution of genetic diversity among and within a species’ populations over time and space
are essential for the successful implementation of management and conservation strategies,
particularly for those most vulnerable [11]. Formulating sound germplasm conservation
strategies, the selection of in situ conservation sites, and the sampling strategies for ex situ
conservation collections require intimate knowledge of species genetic structure for use as
baseline references [12,13].

Molecular markers are effective in studying species’ genetic diversity and populations
structure and differentiation. P. bungeana populations’ genetic diversity and differentiation
have been studied using Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms (AFLP) [14], mi-
crosatellites (simple sequence repeats: SSR) [10,15], and Start Codon Targeted (SCoT) [16]
polymorphisms; however, these studies used a limited number of markers with a sparse
genomic density; thus, they did not reveal the studied populations’ comprehensive genetic
history. Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNPs), are the most abundant form of variation
at the DNA level, and can comprehensively reflect individuals’ and populations’ genetic
variation [17]. In particular, several population structure studies have indicated that SNPs
have a higher resolving power than SSRs, especially when small sample sizes were used
or when the overall level of genetic differentiation is low [18–21]. Du et al. [22] used SNPs
to investigate the genetic structure and phylogenetic relationships of Crataegus (a genus
of several hundred species of shrubs and trees) and suggested an evolutionary model
for the Chinese main species. Similarly, Rodger et al. [23] assessed patterns of genetic
structure and differentiation of the natural populations of an endangered daisy (Rutidosis
leptorrhynchoides) using SNP data, and defined populations for their conservation manage-
ment planning. P. bungeana has a complex and huge genome. The genome-wide SNPs data
can be an effective tool for studying the genetics of this species. Yet, P. bungeana population
genetic variation revealed by SNP markers has not been investigated.

Here, we used a large number of SNP loci developed based on SLAF-seq to carry
out genetic analysis on P. bungeana from 5 populations representing the species different
regions in China. We estimated the extent and distribution of genetic diversity among these
small scattered populations, determined their phylogenetic relationship and geographical
differentiation, and inferred the potential historical migration events among populations.
According to the genetic information obtained from the analysis, we have formulated an
effective conservation strategy, which could also be used for the protection and genetic
improvement of this endangered species.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Materials and DNA Extraction

A total of 52 P. bungeana individuals were selected from five populations, including
four natural populations located in three provinces (Gansu, Shaanxi and Shanxi): Maiji
Mountain, Gansu (MJS), Lantian, Shaanxi (LT), Wuzi Mountain, Shaanxi (WZS), Baiwa
Mountain, Shanxi (BWS), and an additional artificial introduction population, Jiufeng,
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Beijing (JF) was also included in the present study (Figure 1). These four representative
natural populations were selected from the core natural distribution areas of P. bungeana
in China, according to previous investigations and studies [4]. The JF population was
artificially introduced in the 1950s to prevent soil erosion. At present, trees grow well in
this population, but the specific provenance origin remains to be investigated. The specific
location, ecological conditions and sample size of the sampled populations are shown in
Table S1. To avoid sampling related individuals, the distances between sampled trees were
>10 m. The relatively low sample size per population is due to the fact that the sampled
populations are altitudinally marginal, located on mountain peaks or cliffs, a fact that
renders their exhaustive sampling extremely risky and dangerous. For this reason, the
accessible individuals, fulfilling the distance requirements between them, were sampled.
From every studied tree, fresh needles were collected, immediately immersed in liquid
nitrogen, and stored at −80 ◦C until further use. Genomic DNA was extracted by the CTAB
method [24].
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2.2. SLAF Sequencing and Development of SNP Markers

According to the genome size and GC content of P. bungeana, the Pinus taeda genome
(https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/GCA/000/404/065/GCA_000404065.3_Ptaeda2.0/,
accessed on 1 September 2019) was used as the reference genome for enzyme digestion
prediction. Genomic DNA was digested with restriction enzymes (EcoRV-HF® and ScaI-
HF®), and Nipponbare DNA was used as a control to assess the normal rate of enzyme
digestion. The Specific-Locus Amplified Fragment (SLAF) library was constructed and
SLAFs prepared for paired-end sequencing on the Illumina High-Seq 2500 sequencing plat-
form (Illumina, Inc.; San Diego, CA, USA) at Beijing Biomarker Technologies Corporation.
The raw reads were clustered based on similarity above 90%. The SLAF tags were defined
as the group with the most samples. The sequence with the highest depth in each SLAF
tag was used as a reference, and GATK [25] and SAMTOOLS [26] were employed for SNP
calling. Vcftools v0.1.13 [27] was employed to filter all SNP loci according to completeness
>80% and minor allele frequency (MAF) > 5%, and obtain high-consistent SNP loci.

2.3. Population Genetic Analyses

The genetic diversity of each population was evaluated using the selected SNP loci.
Genetic diversity parameters, including observed and expected heterozygosity, nucleotide
diversity, and inbreeding coefficient were calculated using software Vcftools v0.1.13 [27].
Population structure was analyzed by Admixture software [28], and clustering was con-
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ducted by assuming that the cluster number (K value) ranged from 1 to 10. The clustering
results were then cross-verified, and the optimal clustering number was determined ac-
cording to the minimum value of the cross-validation error rate. Based on the genetic
distance matrix, the phylogenetic tree was constructed by MEGA X [29], using the Kimura
2-parameter model, 1000 bootstrap replicates, and neighbor-joining method. Principal
component analysis (PCA) was performed using EIGENSOFT [30] for the visualization of
the genetic structure at multivariate space.

The shortest linear distance between populations was measured in Google Earth.
We used the ade4 package in R to conduct a Mantel test (correlation between genetic
and geographic distances) first only on 4 natural populations and then all 5 populations
(with JF added). TreeMix 1.13 [31] was used to construct maximum-likelihood trees based
on the population allele frequency covariance matrix and added migration edges to the
phylogenetic tree to improve the fit, and inferred the migration events between populations
and the directionality of gene flow.

3. Results
3.1. Development of Polymorphic SLAF Tags and Selection of SNP Markers

Through SLAF-seq, a total of 824.1 Mb reads were obtained among the 52 samples,
and the average of Q30 reached 97.10% and average of GC reached 37.05%. A total of
23,597,049 SLAF tags with an average sequencing depth of 32.66× were obtained, and
a total of 1,291,290 SNP markers were developed. The number of SNP markers in each
sample ranged from 258,199 to 973,925. The SNP integrity and heterozygosity of each
sample ranged from 19.99 to 75.42% and 8.13 to 23.28%, respectively. All SNPs were filtered
according to the criteria of deletion rate <20% and minor allele frequency (MAF) > 5%. After
filtering invalid SNPs, 346,840 high-quality SNP markers were retained for genetic analyses.

3.2. Genetic Diversity Analysis

The nucleotide diversity (π) of the five populations ranged from 0.2427± 0.2123 (JF) to
0.2842 ± 0.2110 (MJS). The observed heterozygosity (Ho) ranged from 0.3537 ± 0.0589 (JF)
to 0.4245 ± 0.0367 (WZS); the expected heterozygosity (He) ranged from 0.3587 ± 0.0001
(LT) to 0.3914 ± 0.0014 (MJS) (Table 1). With the exception of WZS and BWS, the observed
heterozygosity of the other three populations was lower than the expected heterozygosity
(Ho < He). The inbreeding coefficients (FIS) of WZS and BWS were negative, ranging from
−0.0969 to −0.0697, indicating the presence of an excess of heterozygotes; while FIS for
JF, MJS and LT were all positive (range: 0.0063 to 0.0632), indicating that there was a low
degree of inbreeding effect in these three populations, resulting in more homozygotes and
less heterozygotes. The overall assessment indicates that the genetic diversity of MJS and
WZS were relatively high, and that of JF population was comparatively low.

Table 1. Genetic diversity statistics among different the 5 P. bungeana populations.

Populations N Ho ± SD He ± SD π ± SD Fis

JF 10 0.3537 ± 0.0589 0.3655 ± 0.0001 0.2427 ± 0.2123 0.0323
MJS 10 0.3663 ± 0.1207 0.3914 ± 0.0014 0.2842 ± 0.2110 0.0632
LT 12 0.3564 ± 0.0449 0.3587 ± 0.0001 0.2829 ± 0.1964 0.0063

WZS 10 0.4245 ± 0.0367 0.3870 ± 0.0002 0.2838 ± 0.2099 −0.0969
BWS 10 0.3938 ± 0.0239 0.3681 ± 0.0001 0.2548 ± 0.2105 −0.0697

N, sample size; Ho, observed heterozygosity; He, expected heterozygosity; π, nucleotide diversity; Fis, inbreeding
coefficient; SD, standard deviation.

3.3. Population Structure Analysis

The optimal clustering number was determined to be 3 (K = 3), as it has the lowest
cross-validation error rate (Figure 2a), indicating that the sampled populations could be
categorized into three groups (Figure 2b). Group 1 contained 32 individuals from JF, BWS
and LT, indicating that these three populations probably originated from the same ancestor.
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Groups 2 and 3 were exclusively composed of individuals representing MJS and WZS
populations, respectively.
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3.4. Phylogenetic Relationship and Principal Component Analysis

In order to further analyze the genetic relationship among individuals of different
geographic populations, the constructed phylogenetic tree demonstrated that individuals
within each region clustered together, indicating that the studied populations were rela-
tively independent and had minimal gene exchange (Figure 3). The PCA plot allowed
the visualization of the genetic structure at multivariate space, it showed that the first
three principal components explained 18.14, 10.30, and 5.78% of the genetic variation,
respectively (Figure 4), and its clustering result was similar to the phylogenetic tree. JF,
BWS and LT were closely related and shared one cluster, supporting the assignments of
genetic structure made by the population admixture analyses (Figure 2). Additionally,
individuals from MJS and WZS grouped into two separate clusters, again supporting the
population admixture analysis (Figure 2).

3.5. Geographic Differentiation

Mantel tests were conducted to evaluate population isolation-by-distance and demon-
strated the existence of significant correlation between genetic and geographic distances
among both the 4 natural populations (r = 0.6; p < 0.05) and all 5 populations (r = 0.47;
p < 0.05). These findings further highlight the genetic separation among the studied
populations determined by the previous analyses.

To investigate the historical split and admixture among the studied five populations,
the TreeMix analysis to infer a maximum-likelihood tree and potential migration events
was conducted (Figure 5). The five populations were clustered into two primary branches
on which JF and BWS were clustered together, which were then clustered with LT into one
branch, while WZS and MJS clustered into another branch. These results were similar to
those of the neighbor joining phylogenetic tree, PCA and admixture analyses. Three gene
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flow events were inferred among the branch tips of the TreeMix phylogeny with the fol-
lowing directions: (1) from WZS to JF (weight = 0.07), (2) from BWS to MJS (weight = 0.39),
and (3) from the common ancestor of MJS and WZS to BWS (weight = 0.13).
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axis represents the genetic drift parameters.

4. Discussion
4.1. Genetic Diversity of P. bungeana

The extent of genetic diversity within a species’ populations is the core measure in
forest germplasm resources evaluation. Earlier studies evaluated P. bungeana genetic di-
versity based on morphological phenotypic differences [14,32]; however, these attributes,
while important for population adaptation and survival, are affected by the environment,
and thus the evaluation does not reflect the true genetic differences. Molecular markers
represent a direct reflection of genetic polymorphisms at the DNA level and have been
widely used in the evaluation and genetic analysis of many species. P. bungeana genetic
variation assessment via molecular markers has been carried out before using AFLP [14],
SSRs [15] and SCoT [16]. Common among these studies is the observed extremely low
level of diversity within P. bungeana populations. While these studies enriched our un-
derstanding of the extent of genetic diversity of P. bungeana, they harboured an obvious
limitation caused by the limited number of markers used, together with their low density.
In the present study, we used SLAF-Seq to develop SNP marker sets representing the whole
P. bungeana genome (i.e., density and number). Our results produced higher observed
heterozygosity (Ho: 0.3537 ± 0.0589~0.4245 ± 0.0367) and expected heterozygosity (He:
0.3587 ± 0.0001~0.3914 ± 0.0014) than that reported using SSRs [15] and SCoT [16]; ad-
ditionally, our estimate of nucleotide diversity (π: 0.2427 ± 0.2123~0.2842 ± 0.2110) was
also much higher than that based on few nuclear sites [33]. It can be seen that compared
with previously used DNA markers, SNP molecular markers at a large number and with
a wide distribution across the genome resulted in detecting higher population structure
resolution and polymorphism. Additionally, our results indicated that the genetic diversity
level of P. bungeana populations gradually decreases from west to east across the species’
distribution areas, result confirming previous observations [34], and highlighting the fact
that the species western region is relatively genetically enriched. This could be attributed
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to the complex terrain of this area, which provides a natural and stable protective barrier
for P. bungeana, reduces the risk of human interference or climate change impact, resulting
in the accumulation and preservation of rich genetic diversity. In fact, this area used to
be a refuge for many conifers during the glacial period, such as Pinus armandii [35] and
Pinus tabuliformis [36]. Then, in the process of population expansion and migration from
the western region to the eastern region, potential founder effects may have resulted to the
gradual reduction of genetic diversity form west to east.

4.2. Population Structure and Geographical Differentiation of P. bungeana

The population genetic structure and PCA indicated that populations (LT, BWS and
JF) located in the central and eastern regions were clustered together, while those from
the western regions (MJS and WZS) were separated; results were consistent with those of
a previous study [10]. The phylogenetic tree analysis showed that almost all individuals
in each region were clustered, indicating that the populations’ evolution in different geo-
graphical regions was relatively independent and there was minimal gene admixture and
introgression originating from populations of different regions. Additionally, a Mantel test
was used to verify the effect of geographic distance on population differentiation. The re-
sults obtained indicated that the genetic and geographic distances among populations were
significantly correlated, confirming once more results of previous studies [37]. At present,
the habitats of P. bungeana natural populations were seriously fragmented, and most of the
wild populations retreated to the peaks of mountains and cliffs [6]. The natural dispersal
of pollen and seeds was hindered due to the reasons above, resulting in insufficient gene
exchange between different populations. The significance of the estimated Mantel test
values, is an indication that the P. bungeana populations are geographically isolated and
this is an important factor causing the observed differentiation.

In previous studies, Zhao et al. [10] inferred that the western areas of Qinling Moun-
tain and Daba Mountains could have served as refuges during the glacial period, and
indicated that gene flow barriers among different P. bungeana regions mainly existed be-
tween populations in the west of Qinling Mountains and other populations, and that gene
flow is rarely occurring among them. However, Yang et al. [7] inferred that the western
areas of Qinling-Daba Mountains and the Lvliang Mountains could be potential refuges
during the glacial period, and that a second contact or introgression might have occurred
between the two refuges after the glaciation. In the present study, the maximum likelihood
tree and potential migration events inferred from TreeMix analysis indicated the presence
of historical genetic exchanges between MJS in the west of Qinling Mountains and BWS
in the Lvliang Mountains (Figure 1). The directions of gene flow were from BWS to MJS
(weight = 0.39), and from the common ancestor of MJS and WZS to BWS (weight = 0.13).

In addition, gene flow from WZS to JF was also detected (weight = 0.07); however, it
should be stated that this gene flow is probably not among natural populations, but the
result of artificial introduction and cultivation. The JF population may have originated
from artificial migration (i.e., man-made introduction and plantings) of a small number
of individuals from the western and central regions, so this may explain the low genetic
diversity of the JF population, and potentially indicate the origin of this artificial population.

As the existing natural populations of P. bungeana are endangered and the terrains
of distribution areas are relatively dangerous, sampling is dangerous and highly difficult.
As mentioned above, the sample size per population was relatively small. However,
we compensated for this shortcoming by selecting representative populations from the
core of the species distribution and using extensive genomic SNPs data for population
genetic analysis. The fact that the results of the analyses carried out were consistent and
complementary to each other (i.e., Fis and Ho and He; admixture and phylogenetic tree, and
Mantel and gene flow) supports previous theoretical findings related to sample size vs.
marker number and density debate [38–40]. Compared with previous molecular marker
methods, extensive genomic SNPs data can sensitively evaluate genetic diversity and
accurately infer genetic structure and population differentiation history, representing an
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effective tool for genetic analysis for some rare and endangered species that cannot offer
ample individual numbers for classical population genetic analyses.

4.3. Suggestions on Conservation of P. bungeana Germplasm Resources

According to the present status of P. bungeana disrupted and fragmented distribution,
the observed level of populations genetic diversity, genetic structure and differentiation,
and other biological characteristics (e.g., fecundity, recruitment etc.), devising proper
conservation strategies requires a dual prong approach, namely, in situ and ex situ conser-
vation modes. Current recommendations are focusing on the implementation of in situ
conservation for the natural populations in the western region, such as the MJS and WZS
populations, by preventing harvesting, designating protected areas, and maintaining the
original habitats together with the high genetic diversity of the species harbored within, as
much as possible. Meanwhile, for those populations with low genetic diversity or areas
with seriously damaged habitats, it is recommended to assist and facilitate their natural
regeneration by applying the appropriate forest management practices, or if needed to
apply artificial regeneration with local forest reproductive material, in order to expand
the existing populations and enhance their reproductive capacity and fitness. For ex situ
conservation, germplasm collection specially from highly differentiated populations, that
will be large enough to include rare or unique alleles, and from as many populations
located in different areas as possible should take the highest priority; moreover, sampling
of genetic material should also be conducted in areas with high genetic diversity to secure
their genetic resources in ex situ collections.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we used high density and strong specificity SNP loci to carry out genetic
analysis on 52 P. bungeana individuals from 5 populations representing the main regions
of the species distribution in China. Genetic diversity assessment indicated a trend of
genetic diversity gradual decrease from west to east across the species distribution areas.
Population genetic structure, PCA and phylogenetic clustering consistently indicated that
populations in the central and eastern regions were clustered together, while those from the
western regions were separated. Mantel test values indicated the presence of geographic
isolation among populations, an important factor contributing to the observed genetic
differentiation. The maximum likelihood tree and potential migration events inferred from
TreeMix analysis indicated the presence of historical genetic exchanges between the west
of Qinling Mountains and the Lvliang Mountains populations. Based on the generated
genetic information, in situ and ex situ conservation strategies for P. bungeana germplasm
resources are proposed, these strategies could be valuable for the conservation, protection
and genetic improvement of this endangered species.
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